
While I began my career at the San Diego Association of Governments in 1989, I am a 
relatively new to the Census data world, becoming the manager of the San Diego Regional 
Census Data Center in 2012. Since that time, I have worked closely with local planners, 
modelers, community-based organizations, and the public to meet their data needs, as well 
as held workshops on the use of Census and American Community Survey (ACS) data and 
published locally relevant reports using ACS data. 
 
1) What do you think the primary role of the Steering Committee is or should be? 
 
The primary role of the Steering Committee is to facilitate the flow of information between 
data centers and the Census Bureau, as well as among data centers. Involvement in census 
activities (e.g., development of data products and software applications, annual State Data 
Center conference) is one way that the committee fulfills this role.  
 
2) What would your primary goal(s) be as a member? 
 
I would like to facilitate information exchange among data centers particularly with respect 
to data products and educational programs provided. Based my first two years as the 
manager of the San Diego Regional Census Data Center, I have noticed a hunger for local 
data and training in how to access and use it. Participation in the Steering Committee 
provides the opportunity to learn about the efforts of data centers across the country, as 
well as Census Bureau activities, and share this information not just at the state level, but 
also with regional affiliates where staff are closer to end users. 
 
3) What is your vision for the SDC network for 2017 and beyond? 
 
I envision a SDC network involving regular information exchange among data centers, 
particularly with respect to locally relevant products produced and strategies to educate end 
users. 
 
4) What do you think the SDC network can do to add value to Census data? 
 
The SDC network adds value by providing training on how to use Census data tools and 
conducting local outreach regarding Census activities. The local affiliates in particular can 
add value by producing reports with data that is locally relevant and accessible (e.g., 
summaries for local geographic areas of interest). 
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